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(57) ABSTRACT 

It is possible to control a Car group having a probe Car at the 
head thereof or a Whole tra?ic ?oW including the Car group, 
With due regard to the ef?ciency, safety and environment. A 
probe Car system includes a device for inputting a control 
strategy and/or a Car group strategy, based on a road map 
database or traf?c data; a device for evaluating propriety of 
the strategy and determining a proper strategy; and a device 
for transmitting the proper strategy to the probe Car. 
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FIG. 6 
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54 RED RED RED RED RED GREEN GREEN GREEN YH_LOW RED 
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AUTOMOBILE CAR CONTROL METHOD AND 
TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to a method, and 
apparatus, for controlling the behavior of cars, and a traffic 
control system using the control method. In particular, the 
present invention relates to means for controlling car groups 
or the overall traffic flow including the car groups. 

[0002] As a conventional technique for controlling cars 
traveling on a road by taking the efficiency, safety and 
environment into consideration, there is a traffic control 
system for controlling signals described in “Traffic Engi 
neering,” edited and Written by Iida, published by Kokumin 
Kagaku Sha in 1992, pp. 245-256. 

[0003] In that system, complicated cars are separated as 
far as possible and signal Waiting is reduced by controlling 
indications of signals and control parameters (cycle length, 
split, and offset). Especially, in system control for control 
ling timing of a plurality of signal groups disposed along a 
route, signal offset is determined by suitably designing a 
time Width (through band) during Which a traveling car can 
pass continuously Without being stopped by a red light, as 
shoWn in FIG. 2. 

[0004] As a different conventional technique for control 
ling traveling cars, there is an automatic driving control 
technique for suitably controlling the car speed and so on, on 
the basis of communication information from a road and 
communication information betWeen cars, as described in 
“ITS” edited by Asahi Shinbunsha and Asahi Original, 
published in 1998, pp. 42-47. 

[0005] In the above described conventional signal control 
technique, traveling cars are controlled signals. In a road 
section other than signal intersections, control of traveling 
cars is difficult. For eXample, therefore, the traveling cars 
travel in a Way remarkably different from hypothesis made 
When determining the offset of the signals. In this Way, 
completely free traveling is possible. If cars conduct unnec 
essary acceleration and stop, therefore, smoothness and 
efficiency of the traffic flow are hampered. In addition, the 
hampered smoothness sometimes eXerts bad in?uences upon 
the safety and environment. 

[0006] Furthermore, in the conventional automatic driving 
control technique, the car control becomes difficult if there 
are automatically driven cars and ordinary cars are miXedly 
present on the same lane. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] Therefore, an object of the present invention is to 
control traveling cars ef?ciently even on a simple road 
section other than signal intersections by setting probe cars 
Which lead traveling cars and suitably controlling the probe 
cars. 

[0008] Another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a traffic control system for controlling car groups each 
having a probe car at the head thereof or the overall traffic 
flow including the car groups by suitably controlling the 
probe cars. 

[0009] Still another object of the present invention is to 
conduct signal control so as not to divide a car group having 
a probe car at the head thereof by a red light. 
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[0010] Yet another object of the present invention is to 
provide such an operational form of a traffic control system 
that drivers of probe cars are supplied With an incentive 
according to the driver’s degree of contribution and persons 
participating in the bene?ts of the probe cars cast a burden 
according to the degree. 

[0011] The above described objects are achieved by a 
probe car control method for controlling behavior of cars, 
including the steps of: inputting a control strategy concern 
ing behavior of a probe car and/or a car group strategy 
concerning behavior of a car group having a probe car at 
head thereof, on the basis of a road map database or traffic 
data collected in real time; evaluating propriety of the 
strategy; and transmitting a proper strategy to the probe car 
to control the probe car. Or the above described objects are 
achieved by a storage medium storing a program for execut 
ing the probe car control method. 

[0012] The probe car control according to the present 
invention includes a road map database; a car group control 
strategy input section for inputting a control strategy con 
cerning behavior of a probe car and/or a car group strategy 
concerning behavior of a car group having a probe car at 
head thereof, based on a road map database or traffic data 
collected in real time; a car group control strategy evaluating 
and determining section for evaluating propriety of the 
strategy and determining a proper strategy; and a car group 
control strategy transmission section for transmitting the 
proper strategy to the probe car. 

[0013] As the control strategy of the probe car inputted by 
the car group control strategy input section, the folloWing 
can be mentioned. The control strategy indicates an indeX 
concerning a speed such as a desired speed of the probe car 
and/or an indeX concerning steering operation such as a lane 
change. In a place Where the driver loWers the traveling 
speed, such as a tunnel, a tollgate, a gate, fog, or road 
freeZing, the control strategy is to set a desired speed before 
entering the place is loWer than the current speed or a 
recommended’speed of the place. In a place Where the 
traveling speed is physically loWered, such as a sag or 
climbing section, the control strategy is to set a desired 
speed before entering the place is higher than the current 
speed or a recommended speed of the place. Or on a 
multilane road having tWo or more lanes for each Way, the 
control strategy indicates that probe cars are disposed on all 
lanes and probe cars on respective lanes are made to travel 
in parallel. 

[0014] In accordance With a different aspect of the probe 
car control apparatus, the car group strategy of the probe car 
inputted by the car group control strategy input section is 
forming car groups by disposing probe cars in suitable 
positions based on traffic data; canceling a car group by 
making a probe car leave a car group or making a probe car 
an ordinary car; or integrate car groups into one car group by 
controlling probe cars leading a plurality of car groups. In 
accordance With a different aspect of the probe car control 
apparatus, a method for disposing probe cars in the control 
strategy or car group strategy of probe cars inputted by the 
car group control strategy input section is: a method of 
selecting suitable cars as probe cars from among traveling 
ordinary cars, based on traffic data; or a method of previ 
ously disposing cars dedicated cars to be used as probe cars, 
selecting probe cars to be squeeZed betWeen ordinary cars, 
and selecting positions and methods of squeeZing. 
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[0015] In accordance With a different aspect of the probe 
car control apparatus, subject cars of the control strategy or 
car group strategy of probe cars inputted by the car group 
control strategy input section are all cars traveling on a 
subject section. 

[0016] In accordance With a different aspect of the probe 
car control apparatus, indices used in an evaluation function 
for evaluating propriety of the strategy in the car group 
control strategy evaluating and determining section 
includes: travel time (average speed), traf?c jam length, a 
number of times of stop, and variation of speed (standard 
deviation), serving as indices concerning ef?ciency; the 
number of times of rapid deceleration occurrence, the num 
ber of times abnormal approach betWeen cars, the number of 
times of crashes, and stability of a traf?c ?oW at the time of 
folloWing movement (local stability/asymptotic stability), 
serving as indices concerning safety; or exhaust volume of 
matters determined by the Environmental Pollution Preven 
tion Act and the Air Pollution Control Act, such as hydro 
carbon (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide (NOx), 
lead compounds, particulate matters, acoustic poWer level of 
road traf?c noise, exhaust volume of carbon dioxide, fuel 
consumption, and road traf?c vibration, serving as indices 
concerning environment. 

[0017] A probe car control apparatus Which achieves the 
above described objects may be a probe car control appa 
ratus including a map database; a car group strategy input 
section for inputting signal indication schedule data so as not 
to divide a car group having a probe car at head thereof by 
a red light, based on the database or traffic data collected in 
real time; and a car group control strategy evaluating and 
determining section for evaluating propriety of the signal 
indication schedule data and determining proper signal 
indication schedule data. 

[0018] In accordance With a different aspect of the probe 
car control apparatus, the car group control strategy evalu 
ating and determining section includes a traf?c simulator for 
evaluating propriety of the strategy. 

[0019] In accordance With a different aspect of the probe 
car control apparatus, the traffic data includes: car traveling 
data transmitted from an in-vehicle terminal having a trans 
mission function via radio communication means such as a 
beacon on a road or a base station of portable telephone or 
PHS; ?xed point passing traf?c data measured by a car 
sensor on a road; road image processing data measured by 
an image sensor; or indication schedule data of intersection 
signals. 

[0020] In order to achieve the above described objects, in 
a traffic control system according to the present invention 
includes: a traffic data storage for collecting and storing 
traf?c data in real time; the above described probe car 
control apparatus; and a radio communication section serv 
ing as intermediation means for coupling an in-vehicle 
terminal, the probe car control apparatus, and the traf?c data 
storage, or an intersection signal by using radio communi 
cation, a car group having a probe car at head thereof or a 
Whole traffic ?oW including the car group is controlled by 
controlling a probe car having the in-vehicle terminal. 

[0021] In accordance With a different aspect of the traf?c 
control system, there is provided such an operational form 
that some incentive is given to drivers of probe cars depend 
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ing upon the degree of contribution, and persons Who bene?t 
from the probe cars bear the expense. 

[0022] In order to achieve the above described objects, a 
traffic control system according to the present invention 
includes: a traf?c data storage for collecting and storing 
traffic data in real time; and a probe car control apparatus 
according to claim 11; a signal control device for controlling 
indication of a signal; and a signal. A a car group having a 
probe car at head thereof or a Whole traffic ?oW including the 
car group is controlled by controlling an intersection signal 
so as not to divide a car group having a probe car at head 
thereof by a red light. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

[0023] FIG. 1 is a block diagram shoWing an embodiment 
of a traffic control system having a probe car control 
apparatus according to the present invention; 

[0024] FIG. 2 is a diagram shoWing an example of a signal 
system control Which is a conventional traf?c control tech 
nique; 

[0025] FIG. 3 is a table shoWing car traveling data trans 
mitted from an in-vehicle terminal; 

[0026] FIG. 4 is a diagram shoWing ?xed point passing 
traffic data measured by a car sensor; 

[0027] FIG. 5 is a diagram shoWing an intersection having 
a signal; 

[0028] FIG. 6 is a table shoWing time series indication 
schedule data corresponding to the signal of FIG. 5; 

[0029] FIG. 7 is a diagram shoWing a traveling locus of a 
car passing through a tunnel; 

[0030] FIG. 8 is a diagram shoWing a traveling locus of a 
car passing through a sag; 

[0031] FIG. 9 is a diagram shoWing an example of a 
traveling situation of cars; 

[0032] FIG. 10 is a How chart of processing conducted in 
the case Where car groups are formed; 

[0033] FIG. 11 is a diagram shoWing an example in the 
case Where a car group forming decision criterion is based 
on the number of cars and an average speed; 

[0034] FIG. 12 is a diagram shoWing an example in the 
case Where a car group forming decision criterion is based 
on the number of cars and a distance betWeen cars; 

[0035] FIG. 13 is a How chart shoWing a How of process 
ing conducted in a car group control strategy evaluating and 
determining section; 

[0036] FIG. 14 is a diagram shoWing an example of 
reproduction of traveling loci of a car passing through a 
tunnel obtained by using a traf?c simulator; 

[0037] FIG. 15 is a diagram shoWing an example of 
reproduction of traveling loci of a car passing through a sag 
obtained by using a traf?c simulator; 

[0038] FIG. 16 is a diagram shoWing an example of a 
probe car mounting thereon an in-vehicle terminal for 
receiving strategy information and outputting the strategy 
information as characters, an icon, or speech; 
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[0039] FIG. 17 is a diagram showing an example of a 
probe car mounting thereon an in-vehicle terminal for 
receiving strategy information and automatically controlling 
car behavior; 

[0040] FIG. 18 is a diagram shoWing a traveling situation 
of cars on a road reduced in number of lanes; 

[0041] FIG. 19 is a block diagram shoWing a different 
embodiment of a traf?c control system having a probe car 
control apparatus according to the present invention; 

[0042] FIG. 20 is a How chart of processing for control 
ling a signal so as not to divide a car group by a red light; 

[0043] FIG. 21 is a diagram shoWing an example of the 
case Where strategy information is outputted to a display of 
a probe car; 

[0044] FIG. 22 is a diagram shoWing an example of the 
case Where strategy information is outputted to a speaker of 
a probe car; 

[0045] FIG. 23 is a block diagram shoWing a con?gura 
tion example of an in-vehicle terminal of a probe car; and 

[0046] FIG. 24 is a diagram shoWing a probe car having 
an electric bulletin board on a back part of a car. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0047] Hereafter, embodiments of a probe car control 
method, a probe car control apparatus, and a traf?c control 
system using the probe car control method Will be described 
by referring to the draWing. FIG. 1 is a block diagram 
shoWing an embodiment of a traffic control system having a 
probe car control apparatus 11 according to the present 
invention. A traf?c control system of the present embodi 
ment includes a traf?c data storage 10, a probe car control 
apparatus 11 according to the present invention, a traf?c 
simulator 12, radio communication means 13, a probe car 
14, and folloWing cars 15. The probe car control apparatus 
11 includes a map database 110, a car group control strategy 
input section 115, a car group control strategy evaluating and 
determining section 113, and a car group control strategy 
transmission section 114. The car group control strategy 
input section 115 includes a control strategy input section 
111 and/or a car group strategy input section 112. 

[0048] The traf?c data storage 10 stores statistical data 
based upon traf?c data collected in real time or traf?c data 
collected in the past. As an example of collected traf?c data, 
there is car traveling data transmitted from an in-vehicle 
terminal having a transmission function and received via the 
radio communication means 13 such as a beacon on a road 

or a base station of portable telephone or PHS. FIG. 3 shoWs 
an example of car traveling data transmitted from the 
in-vehicle terminal and received by the radio communica 
tion means 13. The car traveling data is administered by 
using received time and an ID of a base station. The car 
traveling data includes traveling information of the oWn car 
such as a car ID of the traveling car, a traveling position 
(latitude and longitude), a car speed, and a car kind. The car 
traveling data may further include various kinds of infor 
mation such as phenomena around the oWn car like the 
Weather. By the Way, the in-vehicle terminal for collecting 
and transmitting the car traveling data Will be described later 
in description of the probe car 14 as Well. 
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[0049] Other traffic data collected by the traf?c data stor 
age 10 may be ?xed point passing traf?c data measured by 
a car sensor on a road, or road image processing data of 
traffic jams and accidents measured by an image sensor 
located in the sky such as in an arti?cial satellite. FIG. 4 
shoWs an example of the ?xed point traf?c data measured by 
a car sensor. The car sensor is a device for measuring a 

volume of traf?c per unit time, an occupation factor, an 
average speed, and so on. Finer measurements With a higher 
real time property may be conducted by shortening a period 
of the measurement (?ve minutes in the example of FIG. 4. 
Furthermore, the period of the measurement may also be set 
to passage of each car, and thereby the passage speed of each 
car can be measured. 

[0050] Other collected traf?c data may be time series 
indication schedule data of signals in the near future sub 
sequent to the present time. The time series indication 
schedule data is obtained from an intersection signal, or a 
signal control device Which is a high rank device. FIG. 5 is 
a diagram shoWing an intersection having a signal. Numer 
als 51 and 53 denote pedestrian signals for respective 
directions. Numerals 52 and 54 denote car signals for 
respective directions. FIG. 6 is a table shoWing an example 
of time series indication schedule data. For each of the 
signals 51 to 54, signal indications for steps 1 to 10 are set. 
For each of steps, start time and duration in seconds are set. 

[0051] As described above, the probe car control appara 
tus 11 includes the map database 110, the control strategy 
input section 111, the car group strategy input section 112, 
the car group control strategy evaluating and determining 
section 113, and the car group control strategy transmission 
section 114. The probe car control apparatus 11 has a 
function of determining a control strategy for suitably con 
trolling probe cars or a strategy for forming car groups on 
the basis of real time information of the traf?c data storage 
10 and transmitting the determined strategy to the probe car 
14. 

[0052] Each of the components included in the probe car 
control apparatus 11 Will noW be described in detail. The 
map database 110 is a database having an electronic road 
map. For example, road points are de?ned as nodes. A 
section betWeen nodes is de?ned as a link to represent a road 
section. The map database 110 stores information used on 
the computer as a road map. In other Words, the map 
database 110 stores linear structures of a road such as node 
coordinates, link lengths and link connection relations, tun 
nels, tollgates, sags (valleys formed by connecting a doWn 
grade to an uphill grade), intersections, road structures such 
as signals, and link attributes. The map database 110 is 
electronic data. By using the map database 110 together With 
program softWare on the computer, therefore, the retrieval 
speed is increased and data access is facilitated. 

[0053] The control strategy input section 111 serves to 
input a control strategy concerning the behavior of the probe 
car 14. On the basis of data of the traf?c data storage 10 or 
the map database 110, the control strategy input section 111 
may select a control strategy from among a plurality of 
preset control strategies and input it. Or by using a man 
machine interface or the like, the user may suitably input a 
control strategy manually. As an example of an index of a 
control strategy, there is an index concerning a desired speed 
of the probe car. For example, in the case Where it is knoWn 
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on the basis of data of the traffic data storage 10 that there 
is a traffic jam ahead of the probe car, a loW desired speed 
is indicated beforehand as the desired speed in order to 
prevent the occurrence of a rear-end collision. Furthermore, 
for a car traveling at high speed in a loW traffic volume 
situation such as the night time, there occurs a situation 
Which is not desirable for the safety and environment, such 
as compulsion of rapid deceleration caused by a red light of 
a signal intersection. In such a situation, it is predicted 
Whether a car traveling at high speed Will stop at a red light 
of an intersection, on the basis of the traveling speed of a car 
and indication schedule data of a signal supplied from the 
traffic data storage 10, and a distance betWeen the car and the 
signal intersection supplied from the map database 110. If 
the car is judged to stop, then a suitable speed as designed 
With a through band of FIG. 2 or a speed corresponding to 
deceleration is indicated so that the car may pass through 
each intersection smoothly. 

[0054] A concrete eXample of the control strategy Will 
noW be described by referring to FIGS. 7 and 8. FIG. 7 
shoWs an eXample of a traveling speed change of a car in a 
range from this side of a tunnel to the tunnel. A broken line 
in a graph of FIG. 7 represents the behavior of the car, in the 
case Where control information is not supplied to the probe 
car at all, i.e., in the case Where the car travels freely. It is 
shoWn that in such a case the driver rapidly decelerates the 
car consciously near the tunnel because of a visual cause or 
the like. This sometimes poses a problem in safety or 
ef?ciency. On the other hand, a solid line of the graph 
represents an eXample of a traveling speed change, in the 
case Where there is provided to a car (probe car) such a 
control strategy as to indicate a desired speed slightly loWer 
than the current speed so as to gradually loWer the speed 
before the tunnel beforehand, in order to prevent rapid speed 
loWering before the tunnel from the vieWpoint of safety 
insurance. It is also possible to preset a recommended speed 
for traveling near the tunnel. When the current speed of a 
traveling car approaching the tunnel is in this case equal to 
or less than the recommended speed, the recommended 
speed is given as a control strategy and increase of the 
traveling speed of the car is indicated. These control strat 
egies are effective not only in tunnels but also in such roads 
that drivers consciously loWer the traveling speed, such as 
roads having tollgates or gates, roads on Which the visibility 
is poor because of fog or the like, and roads froZen on road 
surface. 

[0055] FIG. 8 shoWs an eXample of a traveling speed 
change of a car in a range from this side of a tunnel to 
beyond the tunnel. A broken line in a graph of FIG. 8 
represents a traveling speed change, in the case Where 
control information is not supplied to the probe car at all, 
i.e., in the case Where the car travels freely. As represented 
by this graph, the driver rapidly decelerates the car uncon 
sciously at a sag Where a doWn grade is changed to uphill 
grade. This sometimes poses a problem in safety or effi 
ciency. On the other hand, a solid line of the graph represents 
an eXample of a traveling speed change, in the case Where 
there is provided to a car (probe car) such a control strategy 
as to indicate a desired speed slightly higher than the current 
speed to the car so as to make the driver ready to accelerate 
before passing through the sag, in order to prevent rapid 
speed loWering before the sag from the vieWpoint of safety 
and efficiency insurance. It is also possible to preset a 
recommended speed for traveling near the sag. Even When 
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the current speed is in this case equal to at least the 
recommended speed, the recommended speed is given as a 
control strategy. These control strategies are effective not 
only in sags but also in places, such as climbing sections, 
Where physically speed loWering necessarily occurs and 
consequently the traffic volume suddenly loWers, and roads 
Where there is a great risk of a rear-end collision. 

[0056] The places Where these control strategies are 
applied can be determined by referring to the road shapes, 
road structures and so on stored in the map database 110. 
These control strategies may be applied to places knoWn 
beforehand on the basis of statistical data of past traffic 
accidents and traffic jams. 

[0057] Besides the desired speed, the indeX of the control 
strategy may be an indeX relating to the desired speed such 
as a desired accelerator opening or a desired brake hardness, 
an indeX relating to steering operation such as a lane change, 
or an indeX having a combination of a desired speed and 
steering operation such as squeeZing betWeen cars A and B 
at a speed of 60 km/h. 

[0058] For the purpose of grasping the traveling situation 
of cars on the basis of data of the traffic data storage 10 and 
the map database 110 and forming, canceling, or integrating 
car groups, the car group strategy input section 112 serves to 
input control information concerning behavior of probe cars 
Which are a part of traveling cars. For eXample, the car group 
strategy input section 112 inputs control information for 
disposing probe cars in suitable positions in traveling cars to 
form car groups each having a probe car at the head thereof, 
control information for making a probe car leave a car group 
or handling the probe car as an ordinary car Without giving 
control orders to cancel a car group, or control information 
for suitably controlling probe cars of a plurality of car 
groups to integrate car groups into one car group. In this case 
as Well, the car group strategy input section 112 may select 
control information from among a plurality of preset control 
strategies and input it. Or by using a man-machine interface 
or the like, the user may suitably input a control strategy 
manually. 

[0059] Aconcrete method for car group formation, cancel, 
and integration Will noW be described by referring to several 
eXamples. First, an eXample of the case Where car groups are 
formed Will noW be described by referring to a flow chart of 
FIG. 10. 

[0060] FIG. 9 is a diagram shoWing a traveling situation 
of cars 90 to 96. The traveling situation of cars is grasped by 
referring to data of the traffic data storage 10 and the map 
database 110 at certain time. As a concrete traffic situation, 
data such as the number of cars traveling on a subject road 
section, and positions, speeds, car kinds, destinations, and 
distances from immediately preceding cars of respective 
cars are used (100). Subsequently, on the basis of a traveling 
situation such as the number of ordinary cars running in a 
line grasped by referring to data of all cars in the subject 
section, it is determined Whether car groups should be 
formed by using probe cars (101). For determining Whether 
car groups should be formed, there can be used, for eXample, 
a decision criterion determined on the basis of relations 
among the number of cars eXcept a probe car (hereafter 
referred to as ordinary cars) traveling on the subject road, 
their average speed, their car kinds, and their distances 
betWeen cars. Concrete examples of the decision criterion 
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are shown in FIGS. 11 and 12. In the case of FIG. 11, it is 
determined on the basis of the number of ordinary cars and 
their average speed Whether car groups should be formed. In 
the case of FIG. 12, it is determined on the basis of the 
number of ordinary cars and their average distance betWeen 
cars Whether car groups should be formed. The example of 
FIG. 11 means such a decision criterion that the scales of car 

groups are made large (i.e., small car groups are not formed) 
in the case Where the average speed is large (i.e., cars ?oW 
smoothly to some degree). In the same Way, the eXample of 
FIG. 12 represents such a decision criterion that small car 
groups are formed if the distances betWeen cars are large and 
a large car groups are formed if the distances betWeen cars 

are small. Besides, there are such a criterion that each group 
is formed of a predetermined number of cars, such a 
criterion that a plurality of car kinds such as large siZe and 
small siZe are not miXedly present in the same car group, and 
such a criterion that a car group is not formed if a distance 
betWeen cars is at least a predetermined value. 

[0061] Subsequently, in disposing a probe car, one of tWo 
methods described hereafter is employed (102). A ?rst 
method is implemented by selecting suitable cars as probe 
cars from among traveling cars each having an in-vehicle 
terminal (103), and transmitting control information to the 
selected cars via the radio communication means 13 (105). 
According to an eXample of control information, the cars 
selected as the probe cars are changed from ordinary cars to 
the probe cars, and a suitable desired speed is transmitted to 
each of them so that succeeding cars may folloW each probe 
car. For eXample, in the case Where tWo cars 90 and 93 are 
selected as probe cars from seven ordinary cars shoWn in 
FIG. 9, tWo groups (cars 90 to 92 and cars 93 to 96) having 
the tWo cars 90 and 93 as heads thereof are formed. Which 
cars should be selected as probe cars are determined on the 
basis of the scheduled number of cars for forming car 
groups, car kinds, destinations, and the distances betWeen 
cars, and data of the traffic data storage 10 such as the 
scheduled phase pattern data of intersection signals. 

[0062] According to a second method, dedicated cars to be 
used as probe cars are disposed at a plurality of points of a 
subject road beforehand. The probe car control apparatus 11 
selects probe cars to be squeeZed betWeen ordinary cars, and 
selects positions and methods of squeeZing (104). The probe 
car control apparatus 11 transmits control information to the 
probe cars as behavior commands via the radio communi 
cation means 13 (105). As for an eXample of the squeeZing 
position and method, it may be, for eXample, “a car is 
squeeZed betWeen the cars 92 and 93 of FIG. 9 at a speed 
of 60 km/h.” Which cars should be squeeZed Where are 
determined on the basis of Waiting positions of the probe 
cars, the scheduled number of cars forming car groups, car 
kinds, destinations, and the distances betWeen cars, and data 
of the traffic data storage 10 such as the scheduled phase 
pattern data of intersection signals. By the Way, in the case 
Where many large-siZed cars are traveling in a line, braking 
behavior of each large-siZed car is poorer than that of 
small-siZed cars, resulting in an increased risk of dangers 
sometimes. If the second method of using dedicated probe 
cars is used as a measure against this and control is con 
ducted so as to squeeZe a small-siZed probe car in a suitable 
position in the group of large-siZed cars, then the safety is 
increased. 
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[0063] The above described probe car disposition method 
may be used in the same Way not only in the car group 
strategy input section 112 but also in the control strategy 
input section 111. 

[0064] An eXample of the case Where car groups are 
canceled Will noW be described. First, it is noW assumed tWo 
car groups (cars 90 to 92 and cars 93 to 96) have been 
formed by the tWo probe cars 90 and 93 in FIG. 9. 
Subsequently, control information is transmitted to the probe 
cars 90 and 93 heading the car groups to be canceled, via the 
radio communication means 13 so as to make the probe cars 
90 and 93 behave not as probe cars but as ordinary cars. As 
a result, all the cars 90 to 96 become ordinary cars. The cars 
90 to 96 travel freely Without depending upon the control 
information. Thus, the car groups are naturally canceled. 
There may be used such a method as to forcibly cancel car 
groups by transmitting control information to the probe cars 
90 and 93 heading the car groups to be canceled, via the 
radio communication means 13 so as to make the probe cars 
90 and 93 leave the car groups by making, for eXample, the 
probe cars 90 and 93 stop on the shoulder of a road. 

[0065] Finally, an eXample of the case Where a plurality of 
car groups are integrated Will noW be described. First, it is 
noW assumed tWo car groups (cars 90 to 92 and cars 93 to 
96) have been formed by the tWo probe cars 90 and 93 in 
FIG. 9. Subsequently, control information is transmitted to 
the probe car 93 heading the subsequent car group Which is 
not the head car group, via the radio communication means 
13 so as to make the probe car 93 folloW the last car 92 of 
the head car group to participate in the head car group and 
so as to change the probe car 93 from a probe car to an 
ordinary car. In the case Where the ordinary cars 93 to 96 of 
the subsequent car group do not catch up With the head car 
group and consequently the car groups are not integrated, 
control information is transmitted to the probe car 90 of the 
head car group in order to make the probe car 90 loWer the 
desired speed so that the subsequent car group may catch up. 

[0066] Which of the car group formation, cancel and 
integration should be conducted is determined by using the 
scheduled number of cars for forming car groups, car kinds, 
destinations, and the distances betWeen cars, and data of the 
traffic data storage 10 such as the indication schedule data of 
intersection signals. For eXample, since one probe car and 
ordinary cars capable of freely traveling are included in a car 
group, Whether the car group can be maintained depends 
upon the number of cars (scale) belonging to the car group. 
By conducting the car group formation, cancel or integration 
on the basis of the scheduled number of cars (predetermined 
value) forming a car group, therefore, it becomes possible to 
maintain such a suitable car group scale as to make possible 
car group control using probe cars. By conducting car group 
formation, cancel or integration on the basis of indication 
schedule data of intersection signals, it becomes possible to 
form car groups so that each car group may not be divided 
by a red light. 

[0067] The car group control strategy evaluating and 
determining section 113 functions to evaluate the propriety 
of strategy information inputted by the control strategy input 
section 111 and/or the car group strategy input section 112, 
and determine strategy information to be transmitted to the 
probe car 14 via the radio communication means 13. 

[0068] Hereafter, a How of processing of the car group 
control strategy evaluating and determining section 113 Will 
















